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Abstract . In linguistic work, morphology is the study of the rules by which words undergo 
changes in form. Morphological classification is the systematic organization of these rules. 
A detailed account of the morphological classification for Russian is given as used in the Na- 
tional Bureau of Standards project on the mechanical translation of Russian into English. 
The account includes the heuristic reasoning from which the classification system evolved, as 
well as complete classification tables, a description of the method of their construction, and 
some examples of their use. 

1. Introduction 

In an earlier publication [7] describing the work done by the mechanical transla- 
tion group at the National Bureau of Standards, I. Rhodes pointed out the tre- 
mendous difficulty involved in mechanizing the process of translation from one 
natural language, the source language, into another, the target language. (In our 
work, the source language was Russian, and the target language, English.) A 
properly operating translating routine must be able to deal with ambiguities, often 
interdependent, arising from the morphology, syntax and semantics of the source 
language. 

The present report describes how the morphological features of a Russian source 
word are determined mechanically. This portion of the NBS translating routine has 
been completely coded and has been operating successfully for several years on the 
IBM 7094 computer and its predecessors (7090 and 704). 

Russian words may be classified for morphological purposes into two principal 
types: 

(a) uninflectable: prepositions, conjunctions, particles, interjections, certain ad- 
verbs; and 

(b) inflectable: verbs, nouns, pronouns, numerals, adjectives, participles,  other 
adverbs. 

In Russian, inflectable words have many forms, mostly differing in only the last 
few letters. These forms differ in only certain easily established ways in their trans- 
lations and grammatical uses.  For  example,  the  imperfective  verb  читать  and its 

This report is one of a series describing the present state of the National Bureau of Standards 
mechanical translation project. The report is devoted entirely to the morphological classifica- 
tion scheme used in the NBS glossary. Subsequent reports will describe the glossary arrange- 
ment and various details of the translation program. 

Most of the classification scheme presented here was developed in 19C1 and is based on 
tentative schemes tried during the period 1959-1961. There has been much interaction between 
translation program requirements and classification scheme ideas. 
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participles have altogether seventy-five differently spelled forms. A full-form 
dictionary which lists all of these forms as separate entries is extremely wasteful of 
machine storage space and consequently of lookup time during a machine run. (A 
dictionary of nontrivial size must be stored in the low speed memory (tape) of the 
computer and must be searched serially. The search time is approximately propor- 
tional to the number of entries.) 

A canonical-form dictionary (or principal form dictionary) of the type made for 
human beings is difficult to construct for mechanical use, since there is no simple 
way to determine the canonical form of a word, or even its part of speech, if some 
form of the word is given in text. Context often helps the human reader to predict 
which part of speech to expect, and even which case, mood, tense, number, person, 
gender, degree, etc., is appropriate. Knowledge of inflectional patterns, both regular 
and irregular, helps in reducing the number of canonical forms to be tried. It might 
be possible to write a program to try only certain probable types of word under the 
assumption that certain preceding or following words have been identified, but this 
would already involve the syntactic and possibly semantic analysis of the remaining 
text. 

In fact, a human being using a canonical form dictionary must first extract the 
important part of the word and then must make the proper changes in it to obtain 
a canonical form. The second part of the process can be eliminated if a stem dictionary 
is used. The stem of a word is the portion remaining after all inflectional markers 
(in Russian, endings) have been removed. A morphological classification number can 
then indicate which endings are appropriate to a given stem. 

However, the use of endings causes several difficulties. First, not every final 
sequence of letters which looks like an ending actually is one. For example, the 
infinitives of most Russian verbs end in -ть. However, many noun forms also end in 
-ть where only -ь is the true ending, the -т- belonging to the true stem. To avoid this 
difficulty caused by the attempt to segment a word into true stem and true ending, 
our scheme deals only with the apparent ending and apparent stem; these need not be 
the true ending and the true stem. Our classification system takes care of all of the 
strange inflectional patterns which are caused by this convention. 

Second, several different parts of speech may share the same apparent or true 
ending; -ем is a common ending of verbs, adjectives and nouns. But even within a 
part of speech, even in the inflection of a single canonical form, the same ending 
may have several uses. For example, the ending -ой in many adjectives may be used 
as: 

nominative singular masculine (animate or inanimate); 
accusative singular masculine (inanimate); 
genitive, dative, instrumental or locative singular feminine (animate or inanimate). 

The determination that these are exactly the possibilities is dependent on the 
classification scheme: If the stem of a text word is given as that of an adjective of 
class 4, then the ending -ой has exactly these possibilities. The list of uses is obtained 
by intersecting the information from the stem entry with the information from the 
ending tables. The determination that any one of the above uses is the correct use in 
a given source sentence is not a  matter  of  morphology  but  rather  of  syntax  and 
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semantics, and so belongs to another, more difficult part of the translating routine, 
that of syntactic integration, which is described in [7]. 

As a result of these considerations, our dictionary consists of two parts: a full- 
form dictionary (list 1) ,  consisting of uninflectable words and word forms which 
cannot be easily put into our classification scheme; and a stem dictionary (list 2), 
consisting of stems and associated morphological class numbers. List 1 is divided 
into two parts, list la and list 1b, for easier lookup. Furthermore, there are ending 
tables, which list the usage patterns (by number) which may be associated with a 
given ending and class, and a surprisingly short list of these usage patterns. The 
dictionary also contains certain tables for use with source words not found in the 
dictionary. 

2. The Glossary Lookup Process 

The process by which our program identifies occurrences in text during a transla- 
tion run consists of several steps. See [7] and [4] for a description of the syntactic 
integration scheme, which processes the occurrences once they have been identified. 

First, a large amount of text is read into the machine, either by punched cards or 
by an automatic character-recognition device. Occurrences are separated from each 
other by means of a program which recognizes space marks, punctuation marks and 
other conventional clues. Occurrences which are obviously not words (such as 
punctuation marks, intermixed sequences of letters and digits, etc.) are indicated 
as such. The remaining occurrences, called apparent words, are first sorted (for 
efficiency) and then looked up individually in our short list la, which is in the high 
speed memory of the machine. At present we distinguish neither between accented 
and unaccented letters nor between e and e. If an apparent word is not found in list 
la, then the apparent ending,1 which need not be a true ending, is removed auto- 
matically from the word, and the remainder, the apparent stem, is broken up into 
apparent prefix(es), apparent root(s) and apparent suffix(es). (Hereafter, the word 
"apparent" is omitted except for emphasis.) As an example of the splitting pro- 
cedure, a comparison with true segmentation for the text words вращая and описать 
appears below. 

Apparent True Apparent and True 

Reflexive ending (none) (none) (none) 
Ending -ая                           -я -ть 
Prefix(es)                             в- (none) o- 
Suffix(es) -аш-                      -a- -a- 
Root -p- -вращ- -пис- 

(The items are listed in order of discovery by our routine.) 
The root (if there is only one2) is looked up in a catalog of roots kept in the high 

speed memory. This catalog gives the location in the low speed memory for the 
beginning of the set of glossary entries, if any, having that root. (These glossary 
entries include items in lists 1b and 2 intermingled.) If the root is found in this 
catalog, then the stem is looked up under the root. The entries for a given stem are 

1 See table of apparent endings in Appendix 1. 
2 We have a separate routine for recognizing words with multiple roots. 
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divided into two parts and stored consecutively: those entries with an explicit end- 
ing (list 1b), and those with no explicit ending (list 2). If the stem of the text word is 
found, then a search for the apparent ending is made through the section with an 
explicit ending, and then a search for the stem alone is made through the section 
with no explicit ending. 

If the word is found in list la, or in list 1b alone, then all uses of the word are 
found with the glossary entry. If the stem of the word is found in list 2 only, then 
the morphological class information found with the stem entry will determine 
whether or not the ending found in the word is appropriate. All uses of the word are 
determined, by a process described later in this report, by intersecting the informa- 
tion from the stem with that from the ending. 

If the word is found in both list 1b and list 2, then all its uses are obtained by 
uniting the information from list 1b with that from list 2. 

If the word is not in any of the lists, then it is not in the glossary and is treated by 
a special routine (see Section 9). In any case, the lookup process is now complete 
for this word. 

After all words have been looked up in the glossary, the items are sorted into text 
order and the syntactic integration routine is begun. 

3. Inflectional Forms 

To classify a particular word morphologically, it is necessary to know precisely 
how to inflect the word. Unfortunately there is no completely accurate source of in- 
formation about inflection. This is due partly to the fact that there are no precise 
boundaries of language usage, so that a form may be admitted at one time but not 
at another or may be considered colloquial, bookish or slang by some authorities. 
The many reference works used by us often differ among themselves on the proper 
inflection or spelling of a word. In fact, the same source may even contradict itself. 
Our principal sources are [l, 2, 3, 8], and for verbs especially, [6]. In cases of dis- 
agreement, the judgment of the members of our staff, many of whom have been 
native speakers of Russian, is taken as final. 

For each part of speech, a certain form is considered to be the canonical form, and 
certain forms are considered to belong to that canonical form. 

Verbs. The canonical form is the infinitive (of a given aspect). Associated with 
an infinitive are the following one-word forms of the same aspect: 

infinitive; 
present indicative (for imperfective verbs), or future indicative (for perfective verbs), in 

three persons and two numbers; 
past indicative, in three genders and two numbers; 
imperative, in one person and two numbers; 
gerund in -a or -я; 
gerund in -в, -вши, or -ши. 

The first person plural of the future indicative of perfective verbs is also used as an 
imperative. 

Participles and adjectives.    The  canonical  form  is  the  nominative  singular   mascu- 
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line form of a given degree if it exists; otherwise the masculine short singular if it 
exists; or the neuter singular short form. Associated with a given canonical form are: 

long forms of the same degree, in six cases, three genders, two numbers, and two animations; 
short forms of the same degree, in three genders and two numbers; 
the impersonal form of the same degree;3 
the one-word comparative short form (only if the original degree is positive); 
the one-word comparative impersonal form3 (only if the original degree is positive); 
a theoretical combining form. 

Adverbs. The canonical form is the normal form for that degree. The only forms 
associated with an adverb of positive degree are that form itself and the correspond- 
ing one-word form of comparative degree. The only form associated with an adverb 
of comparative or superlative degree is that form itself. 

Nouns. The canonical form is the nominative singular form if it exists; other- 
wise the canonical form is the nominative plural form. Associated with a noun 
having singular forms are its forms in six cases and two numbers (even if the noun 
is not customarily used in the plural), and a theoretical combining form. Belonging 
to a noun not having singular forms are its plural forms in six cases and a theoretical 
combining form. If a noun is declined like an adjective (such as производная or a 
family name ending in -ов, -ев, or -ский), then it is classified as an adjective, and its 
canonical form is the nominative singular masculine (unless the word is not used in 
the singular). 

Pronouns and cardinal numerals. The canonical form is the first of the following 
forms which exists: 

nominative singular masculine, nominative singular, nominative plural, nominative, genitive, 
etc. 

Belonging to a given canonical form are the forms for all numbers, cases, genders 
and animations which exist. 

Prepositions, conjunctions, interjections, particles. For these uninflectable words 
the canonical form is the form itself, and no other forms belong to it. Alternate 
spellings are considered as separate words. 

Hyphenated words, phrases, idioms, and abbreviations. These are treated sepa- 
rately but are considered to have the forms appropriate to the part of speech they 
replace. 

4. Endings and Stems 

The lookup procedure in a mechanical translation program determines somewhat 
the format of a stem dictionary (like our list 2) as well as the admissible endings and 
stems. If "true" endings are used, then the lookup program may have to attempt to 
split a word between stem and ending in several ways in order to find the proper 
dividing point; each split will have to be looked up separately. For example, the 
word form раздела could be split разде/ла, раздел/a or раздела/. The first two splits 
yield actual interpretations (from the verb раздеть and the noun раздел);  the third 

3 The impersonal form of an adjective is called by some Russian grammarians "преди- 
кативное наречие" [3, pp. 39, 630-632 ] or "категория состояния." 
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split is wasted. In many cases moreover, the correct splitting is a matter of taste, as 
in the infinitive вести. 

Our program permits only one splitting. We thus have to use a set of apparent 
endings and apparent stems. Our splitting procedure follows. 

First, a zero-order reflexive ending -сь or -ся, if any, is removed from a word 
which is to be identified. The reflexive ending need not be a true one, as in the word 
ось. We do not distinguish between the two reflexive ending forms -сь and -ся but 
merely note their presence or absence. This rarely causes confusion. See Section 6 
for discussion. If a reflexive ending is removed, then the whole word and the eventu- 
ally resulting stem are called reflexive, otherwise nonreflexive. 

Next, a comparison is made to determine the longest possible match between an 
entry in our ending table (Appendix 1) and the nonreflexive remainder of the word. 
The largest match (which may be the null ending) is called the (apparent) ending of 
the word and the remainder of the word is the (apparent) stem. 

To make our splitting as close to true splitting as possible, our apparent endings 
include, with few exceptions, all endings which occur in the true inflection of 
regularly inflected words. Thus -y and -ов come from noun declensions and -y and 
-ло from verbal conjugations. We have decided to consider the -и- of all forms of 
words like знание as part of the ending in order to simplify the classification. Of 
course other sets of apparent endings could have been chosen. These would yield 
different splittings in many cases and would require different classifications. The 
apparent ending table grew naturally and is not necessarily optimal. It is believed, 
however, that for a fixed set of canonical forms a different ending table would not 
significantly reduce the number of entries in the glossary. Increasing the number of 
apparent endings will probably increase the number of morphological classes, thus 
complicating the classification process. The system is adaptable to changes in 
Russian spelling. For example, prerevolutionary Russian spelling would require 
certain new endings and modifications of old ones such as -аго, -ыя, -ie, -ихъ. The re- 
cently proposed spelling reform of Russian may also cause a slight modification (see 
[Известия 24-25 Sept. 1904]). 

Examples. Here Ø is the null stem or ending, and a star indicates the presence 
of an apparent reflexive ending. 

Word Stem Ending Reflexive Ending 

раздела разде- -ла 
разделась разде- -ла * 
дастся даст- Ø * 
носясь нос- -я * 
нося н- -о * 
ему Ø -ему 
ось Ø -о * 

The reflexive endings on нося and ось are not "true" endings. 

5. Criteria for Assignment to List 1 or 2 

The criteria given below specify which word forms are to be put into list 1. All 
other forms are assigned to list 2. We put into list 1: 

(a) all words having an apparent but not true reflexive ending; 
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(b) all uninflectable words, such as prepositions, particles, interjections and some 
adverbs; 

(c) all pronouns and numerals which are not declined like adjectives; also all 
personal pronouns however declined; 

(d) all special -y or -ю genitives and locatives on nouns; 
(e) all abbreviations, and all hyphenated prefixes and suffixes used in the forma- 

tion of pronouns and indefinite words, such as т.е., -нибудь, кое-; 
(f) all word forms coming from stems to which only one ending can be added 

during the full inflection of its canonical form, such as читая, which is the only 
form belonging to the canonical form читать and having the stem чит-, since all 
other forms of читать have the apparent stem чита-; 

(g) all word forms homographic to word forms already in list la (these are put 
into list la), but word forms homographic to word forms in list 1b but not to any 
in list la are not put into list 1 merely for this reason; 

(h) certain other very common words; these are put into list la. 
Some interesting cases result from the application of these criteria. Suppose that 

the glossary includes all forms belonging to the canonical forms тот, тьма and тепа. 
The genitive plural тем of тьма must be put into list 1, since it is the only form of 
тьма with the apparent stem т-. (The word тем itself is also an adverb or con- 
junction, and so belongs in list 1 for that reason also.) If тем (from тьма and the 
adverb or conjunction) should be put into list la, then the genitive plural тем of 
тема and the instrumental singular masculine and neuter and the dative plural 
тем of тот also belong with it in list la. Now most of the forms of тема have the 
stem тем-. Two forms, the accusative singular тему and the genitive plural тем, 
have the stem т-. If тем is in list la, then there is only one remaining form belonging 
to тема with stem т- which is not already in list 1, and so by rule (f) the form тему 
should also go into list 1 (either part). Note that if тем (from тьма and the adverb 
or conjunction) should be put into list 1b, then the form тем from тот and the forms 
тем and тему from тема would be left in list 2, since they can be accounted for 
there. 

6. Ending Arrangements for List 2 

To each stem in list 2 we assign a classification which includes its part of speech, 
certain subsidiary information (such as gender and animation for nouns, aspects for 
verbs, degree for adjectives, etc.) and a morphological class number. This class 
number stands for the arrangement of endings which can be added to the stem to 
form all or part of the complete inflection of its canonical form. 

As far as possible, the arrangements allow the reconstruction of just those forms 
which belong to the canonical form. The few exceptions are stated at the end of this 
section. Since there is often disagreement about the existence of a form, we use the 
information described in Section 3. 

For example, the noun with canonical form ядро has two stems: ядр- and ядер-. 
The noun with canonical form число has three stems: числ-, чис-, and чисе-. The 
ending arrangements associated with these stems to give the complete declensions 
of these canonical forms are listed below together with the full declensions. 
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Full Declension ЯДР -  ЯДЕР -  
Case Singular Plural Singular Plural        Singular      Plural 

Nominative ядр/о ядр/а -о -a 
Genitive ядр/а ядер/Ø -а                                       Ø   
Dative ядр/у ядр/ам -у -ам 
Accusative ядр/о ядр/а -о -а 
Instrumental ядр/ом ядр/ами -ом -ами 
Locative ядр/е ядр/ах -е -ах 
Combining Form ядр/о- -о- 

Full Declension ЧИСЛ-    ЧИС-         ЧИСЕ- 
Case        Singular       Plural    Singular    Plural    Singular    Plural   Singular      Plural 

Nominative чис/ло чис/ла                                          -ло        -ла 
Genitive чис/ла        чисе/л                                          -ла                                     -л 
Dative числ/у        числ/ам           -у          -ам 
Accusative чис/ло чис/ла                                         -ло        -ла 
Instrumental числ/ом       числ/ами        -ом       -ами 
Locative числ/е          числ/ах           -е          -ах 
Combining Form             числ/о-                           -о- 

(The combining form is used in testing for compound words. It is split by a different 
process. The program for this has not been written.) 

Blank spaces in the ending arrangements indicate the absence of a form with that 
stem and ending. The reason that both stems чис- and числ- are needed is that -ло 
and -ла are apparent endings in our list (since they are needed in the regular con- 
jugation of verbs), but -лу, -лом, etc. are not apparent endings in our list (since 
they are not needed in any regular inflection). 

According to the criteria of Section 5, the forms ядер and чисел belong in list 1, 
since their stems ядер- and чисе- allow only one ending to be added. The remaining 
stems ядр-, числ- and чис- are put into list 2. The stem ядр- has a "normal" declen- 
sional arrangement, which we code as Nvi5, which indicates a noun, neuter, in- 
animate, class 5. However, both числ- and чис- have "abnormal" patterns. The 
stem чис- is assigned to class Nvi19 which has exactly the proper ending arrange- 
ment. At first glance it would seem that a special class would have to be made up for 
числ-. However because of the character of the splitting process, it is possible to 
assign it to the same class as the stem ядр-. This is because the forms число and числа 
obtained by using the endings -o and -a with the stem числ- would be split in a 
different way. In general, if adding an ending to a stem produces a word form which 
our routine splits to yield a longer ending (and shorter stem), then it is irrelevant 
whether the class to which the first stem belongs can produce the given word form, 
since this word form will be considered as belonging to another stem. 

The interpretation of the morphological class numbers depends on the part of 
speech to which a stem belongs. 

Verbs. A morphological class number describes the same arrangement of endings 
for all stems having this class number. However, the interpretation of the ending 
depends on the aspect and reflexivity assigned to the stem. The present indicative of 
imperfective verbs corresponds to the future indicative of perfective verbs. The 
first person plural of the future indicative of perfective verbs is also an imperative 
form.   The gerund in -a or -я is treated as a past  gerund  for  perfective  verbs.   Re- 
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flexive verb forms are required to end in -сь or -ся; nonreflexive verb forms are for- 
bidden to end thus; all exceptions are put into list 1. 

Participles and adjectives. A morphological class number describes the same 
arrangement of endings, independently of degree, for each stem having this class 
number, except as modified by flags. These flags indicate which species of form are 
found with each stem; long, short, impersonal, comparative short, comparative im- 
personal, combining. Adjective stems differing only in this flag system may have 
the same morphological class number. Reflexivity is also indicated, since participles 
are classified in the same way as adjectives. 

Adverbs. Those adverb stems which are placed in list 2 have morphological class 
numbers to indicate the endings allowed in the positive and comparative degrees. 

Nouns. The morphological class numbers are assigned separately for the three 
genders, but classes differing only in animation are described by the same numbers. 
Thus a class number assigned to a masculine noun stem may have an ending arrange- 
ment which is entirely different from that of the identically numbered class for 
feminine or neuter nouns. Moreover the endings (or even the presence or absence of 
endings) for the accusative case may differ according to animation without changing 
the class number. A flag indicates the presence of a combining form. Nouns such as 
производная, which are declined like adjectives, have adjective classification num- 
bers and are treated as adjectives; their use as a noun (of a specific gender) is indi- 
cated in other ways. 

Pronouns and cardinal numbers. These are classified according to type. Those 
which follow the adjective declensional pattern are classified in the same way as 
adjectives. All others are put into list 1. 

We cannot include all extant ending arrangements in our morphological classifica- 
tion system, since their number is enormous, and most of them are rather rare. 
However, all ending arrangements appearing for stems in our glossary are included, 
as well as several additional classes for stems likely to be added if the glossary size 
should be increased moderately. Our machine space requirements limit us to eight 
bits (256 possibilities) for class numbers for stems in list 2. This upper bound is more 
than adequate for present purposes, since no class number exceeds 109 at present. 
A complete list of our morphological classes is in Appendix 3, and several classifica- 
tion examples are given in Appendix 5. 

As mentioned earlier, the morphological classes do not entirely agree with the 
existence of word forms. There are only three special cases to be noted. 

1. The existence of certain forms is doubtful. While we can, and do, make up 
morphological class numbers for verb stems which are found only in the third person 
(or even third person singular), for adjectives which have no short forms and for 
verbs which have no present gerunds, we do assume that every noun, unless used in a 
special sense, can be declined in the plural, even though such use is unlikely for 
certain nouns. However, we do not deliberately misinflect words merely to put them 
into our classification scheme. For example, the noun англичанин has the stems 
англичанин- and англичан- in the singular and plural, respectively. These stems are 
classified as Nμa18 and Nμa1, which give precisely the desired forms, and no more. 
Thus we do not have any trouble with the "artificial homography" which plagues 
certain other splitting systems, except as described in the next two paragraphs. 

2. The routine for assigning reflexive category to a word form ending in -сь or -ся 
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(for list 1b and list 2 items) does not distinguish between these two endings. This is 
rarely serious, for while several examples of confusion caused by this identification 
of letter combinations can be found (such as гусь vs. гуся), none have yet been 
found in our prepared glossary. Any such forms which might be found in later 
additions to the glossary can be put into list la, where the true spelling is used, 
without any separation into stem, ending and reflexive ending. 

3. As a result of using the same morphological class numbers for reflexive and 
nonreflexive verb stems, an "impossible" past gerund is often introduced for re- 
flexive verbs. Reflexive verbs allow only -шись, -вшись or -ившись as past gerund 
ending. Thus, any morphological class which allows -в, -ив. -ев, -ов or -нев as a past 
gerund ending will be incorrect for reflexive verbs. It is not worthwhile to correct 
this error by means of programming or by assigning different classification numbers 
to reflexive verbs, since a word ending in -всь or -вся cannot be a true reflexive form 
of any word, and so, if it exists, will be put into list 1. 

7.  Usage Patterns for List 2 Endings 

If the stem of a word is found in list 2. then its morphological class numbers must 
be compared with the ending split off from the word to determine the precise uses 
(our "temporary choices") of the word. This is done in the following way. 

Corresponding to each ending is a section of the high speed memory of the com- 
puter. This section contains, in a certain arrangement, a list of those morphological 
classes for list 2 which admit this ending, together with the uses to which these 
classes put the ending. This section of the memory is divided up according to part of 
speech. The section devoted to nouns is further subdivided according to gender. 
Within each part of speech, or subdivision thereof, we list the different usage pat- 
terns (given by number), the modifications given by flags, and the morphological 
class numbers to which the usage pattern applies. The total number of usage patterns 
is quite small. See Appendix 4 for a list of them. 

Nouns. A usage pattern lists the combinations of case and number which a 
noun may have with a given ending, if it belongs to a given morphological class. 
For convenience, the usage patterns are numbered independently for each part of 
speech. Thus noun usage pattern 20 is for an ending which with specified noun 
classes has exactly the uses: genitive singular, dative singular, locative singular, 
nominative plural and inanimate accusative plural. Note that the same usage pat- 
tern numbers are used for animate and inanimate nouns, and are independent of the 
gender of the noun. The animation of the noun will direct the search to the proper 
pattern. 

Verbs. A usage pattern lists the combinations of person, number, gender, tense 
and mood which are appropriate to a given ending in a given set of classes. There 
are only three usage patterns which contain more than one use; of these, two are 
rare. The interpretation of the uses to which an ending may be put are often de- 
pendent on the aspect of the verb. Those usage patterns which are aspect-dependent 
are marked with an aspect-modifier flag, which is used to make the changes men- 
tioned in Section 6. 

Adjectives (including participles and certain pronouns and numerals). A usage 
pattern lists the combinations of case, number, gender and animation which the 
ending  may  have  if it is  used as a  long  form  ending,  and the combinations of gender 
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and number which the ending may have if it is used as a short form ending. The 
modifications given by flags indicate the species of form allowed to the ending. In 
determining the exact uses of an adjective form, only those uses which are common 
to the information from the stem and that from the modification flags of the ending 
may be used. Only a few usage patterns have more than one flag. Since the im- 
personal, comparative short and comparative impersonal forms are described com- 
pletely by these descriptions alone, no separate pattern need be made to describe 
them, and the blank pattern will suffice. Because of the format in which the precise 
uses of a long form adjective are put during the running of our translation program, 
the same ending, with the same morphological class number, may give rise to several 
usage pattern numbers. This is because the case, number, gender and animation 
possibilities are stated separately rather than jointly. Thus the common ending -ый 
is listed as belonging to usage patterns 1 and 4 for many morphological classes. 

Adverbs, No numbering of usage patterns is necessary since there are only a few 
patterns which are very simple and depend only on the degree assigned to the ending. 
The actual uses of the ending for the classes listed with it are given. Actually, there 
is only one possibility: positive and comparative degree. However, because in an 
earlier version of the classification system many adverbs with only one form having 
a given stem were put into list 2, there are now a few superfluous classes which have 
a pattern specifying only one usage. 

The numbers assigned to the morphological classes have not been assigned 
arbitrarily but have been assigned in such a way that the lookup process is con- 
siderably simplified. As far as possible, morphological classes differing only slightly 
have been given consecutive numbers. Thus the morphological classes associated 
with the same usage pattern (for a given ending) may be given in the form of a few 
"from-to" sets, rather than as an apparently random sequence of numbers. Thus 
the ending -ом for masculine nouns has the noun usage pattern 10 in classes 5 to 11, 
and classes 14 to 18 (all intervals "inclusive"). 

8. Usage Patterns for List 1 Words 

To each item (i.e., full word) in list 1 we assign a classification which differs 
formally from that assigned to list 2 stems only in that the morphological class 
number is replaced by the usage pattern. Thus the complete information about the 
usage of the word is stored with it. At present, the actual usage pattern, rather than 
a number referring to it is used. Since in our files we have classified by pattern 
number all list 1 words belonging to inflectable parts of speech, a list of these pat- 
terns is given at the end of Appendix 3. They are distinguished from other class and 
pattern numbers by the presence of the letter X. 

9. Nondictionary Items 

If a word is not found in the glossary during the lookup process, then we may 
assign to it a set of usages by looking at its ending and final suffix. A separate "un- 
glossary" is searched to see if it has an entry for the given final suffix (or no suffix) 
and ending, in just the same way that lists 1b and 2 are searched. For example, if 
the word алгебраическим occurs in text, it will not be found in the glossary, which, 
with few exceptions,  does  not  include  words  in  the  international  vocabulary which 
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can be translated merely by transliterating a portion of the word and adding the 
proper termination (and possibly prefix). However, this word has the ending -им 
and the suffix -ческ. A portion of the unglossary devoted to words with the suffix 
-ческ will have an entry (as in list 2) for an adjective of class 9, long forms only. The 
ending -им is appropriate to this class and flag system. Hence the word will be found 
in the unglossary. Similarly, the adverb алгебраически will be found in the section 
of the unglossary devoted to the suffix -ческ, but this time it will be found with the 
actual ending -и (as in list 1b). 

If a word is found in the unglossary, then it is treated from here on, in nearly all 
particulars, like a word found in the glossary. Of course, a flag is used to indicate 
that the item comes from the unglossary, and the word is tentatively translated by 
using the stem of the word, less final suffix, plus a termination which is determined 
by the unglossary entry. For example, the adjectives found with the suffix -ческ use 
the suffix -c, and the adverbs with the suffix -ческ use the suffix -cally. Thus the 
translations of алгебраическим and алгебраически would be "algebrai-c" and 
"algebrai-cally" respectively. 

Of course, the use of the unglossary is not foolproof. For example, the noun with 
canonical form том should be put into the regular glossary if it is expected to be 
found in text, since its forms том and тому are identical with forms of the pro- 
nominal adjective тот, which is essential in any glossary of Russian. As another 
example, the indeclinable noun кенгуру will probably be treated, like структуру, 
as an accusative singular feminine form of a noun ending in -ypa, and so will not be 
treated properly. The hardest items, however, will be those of Slavic or mixed 
origin, since these will not make much sense if transliterated and may have arrange- 
ments of endings which are not like those of international words. 

We have not yet decided how to treat items which are in neither the glossary nor 
the unglossary. 

10. Implementation of the Classification System 

At the present time, we have several sample glossaries in various stages of com- 
pletion. 

First, we have on cards (3 x 5) a morphological classification of the entire American 
Mathematical Society's Vocabulary [5]. In fact many additional words related to 
those actually listed in the Vocabulary are in our files. We have about 3900 stems 
and 1200 list 1 items. Actually, our entire classification system was based on the 
items found in the Vocabulary, and so is incomplete, especially for nouns; the verb 
and adjective classifications contain virtually every allowable arrangement of end- 
ings. There is no unglossary for this glossary. 

Second, we have on coding sheets a glossary containing every item found in the 
text [9]. This glossary is ready to be put into operation with the translation program 
as soon as certain minor changes are made in the latter. This glossary distinguishes 
between lists la and 1b as follows: Words in list 1 which have fewer than seven 
letters (and so fit into one machine word of the IBM 704, etc.) are put into list la; 
all others are put into list 1b. Furthermore, all adverbs having the same stem as a 
list 2 adjective are put into list 2 (instead of 1b) in many cases; they may have 
classification numbers which yield only one ending. The unglossary has several 
entries for list 2 only. 
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Third, we have a glossary consisting of the items found in the first two sentences 
of [9]. This glossary is operating with the machine translation program as presently 
constituted. The differences between this glossary and the one described in this re- 
port do not involve morphological classifications, but rather other information 
needed by the program. This glossary has no words in list 1b. There is a short un- 
glossary for list 2 items only. 
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